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ABSTRACT 
Decision making process is a huge and crucial activity that must be given high 
attention by decision makers and managers as it affects all business strategies in 
organizations. Computer Based Decision Support System (DSS) is built and developed 
to assist decision makers in the activity of decision making process. DSS includes 
different components that integrate together out of which the most important part is the 
model based system. 
As a result of rapidly increasing and sustainable needs of organizations, 
suppliers have become essential to any business. On the other hand, decision makers and 
managers face challengers when they are about to select suppliers due to the strong 
competitiveness among suppliers, obstacles that they will face when poor decisions are 
made and many other reasons. Evaluating and selecting suppliers has been considered as 
the most critical and important process among the whole purchasing processes. 
This research intends to develop a system using linear weightage model base 
DSS for supplier selection process that can guarantee better decision making and 
provide a robust tool for assisting decision makers and managers to make the right 
decision and select the most suitable supplier. The proposed model has been validated 
using a real life case study to assess its effectiveness. 
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PROJECT WORK BACKGROUND 
Decision making is one of the crucial activities conducted in organizations by 
managers. It involves multiple participants and requires conflicting resolution as well as 
multiple information sources. The outcome of the decision making process absolutely 
affect company. Supporting those decision makers is highly recommended and 
desirable. 
Suppliers are necessary to any business and affecting the whole processes, 
therefore the process of selecting suppliers is extremely important. According to (Wei 
Kang, Wu Wen, W.B Chang, and Hao-Chen Huang, 2006), supplier selection and 
evaluation is the process of finding the suppliers who are capable of providing customers 
with the products or services that have the right quality, right price, right quantity and at 
the right time. Decision makers and managers often face challenges when they are about 
to select the best supplier among the candidate suppliers in their final decision. 
The inappropriate supplier chosen in some cases as a result of poor decision could 
negatively affect the entire business processes within the organization. Although the 
complexity of the supplier selection problem and how difficult to deal with such 
decision, DSS still highly regarded as a robust and effective tool that can absolutely 
handle the situation of helping the decision makers and managers to come up with the 
right decision of selecting the best supplier among whole various alternatives wisely. 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
Supplier selection decisions are usually dependent upon various involved criteria 
which influence the decision making process. Decision makers/managers often 
concentrate on the price of purchased materials or services due to their prompt attempt 
to reduce the cost and unfortunately they give less attention to the rest of the criteria 
which is leads to poor decision. Even in some firms where they use software to help in 
the supplier selection decision still we can clearly notice those software focus on the 
cheapest prices as well. The poor decision might be taken definitely will be affecting the 
entire business process within the organizations. Obviously, managers/decision makers 
are having difficulty in supplier selection. There is an urgent need for a method that can 
handle the selection decision to provide the required support to decision 
makes/managers, besides the ability to yield optimum and fair decision concerning multi 
attributes that usually involve in supplier selection problem. 
1.2 Objective 
Regarding the great role has been played by suppliers in the business world 
beside the importance of selection decisions in organizations, supplier selection problem 
has been a research area for long time and it became an interesting topic for researchers 
to figure out what is the best possible method for achieving the supplier selection 
decision successfully concerning the aid of DSS. All the previous researchers were 
trying to support the decision makers/ managers for being to make their right decisions 
and being capable of handling the decision making activity by proposing different 
methods and suggestions. 
This research intends to introduce an optimal solution for the supplier selection 
problem by develop a website to propose a linear weightage model. The proposed model 
includes the concepts of Linear Weightage Model. The Linear Weightage Model 
through website development will be able to handle the supplier selection problem and 
support the decision making process successfully. 
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1.3 Scope of Study 
This research concentrates on building a website to enhance the performance of the 
decision making activity within organizations, especially in supplier selection decisions. 
It also intends to improve the models which are using as methods in DSS when decision 
making activity is taking place. This research proposes a website development using a 
linear weightage model to be used in supplier selection decisions. 
Since supplier selection decision is one of most complicated problems as its 
involving multi criteria, the models that used to support decision maker should be 
capable of considering both quantitative criteria as well as qualitative criteria in 
computer selection decision. However, this website development will take the 
quantitative criteria 
• This research proposes a linear weightage model through website development to 
be used in supplier selection decision limited to computer selection. 
• The main purpose of developing the website for this model is to evolve the 
performance of decision making process and provide the ability for making 
better and satisfactory decisions. 
• The proposed model takes into account both strengths and limitations that exist 
in most of the current models. Thus, it definitely represents a reliable model that 






This chapter shows the DSS software that have been developed for assisting 
decision makers in different business directions and particularly supplier selection 
decision and all various criteria that may involve in its relative importance. This chapter 
also discusses the complexity of this process. This chapter is provides all methods and 
approaches and used in supplier selection decisions in literature. 
2.2 Supplier Selection Decision 
Supplier selection decision IS one of the most important aspects that 
organizations must take into their account when considering strategies (Prabot Kaur, 
Rakesh Varma, N.C, and Soubhik Chakraborty, 2007). Regarding the increasing 
importance of purchasing process, supplier decisions have become more strategic. 
Many studies show the great importance of purchasing process and 
vendor/supplier selection in Supply Chain Management (SCM), (Weber C.A, Current 
J.R and Benton W.C, 1991) mentioned that in the automotive industry, cost of purchase 
components and items may total more than 50% cost of the total cost for high 
technology companies, beside that supplier selection decisions have an effect on the 
management of different services of the firm as well as its competitive position in the 
market. 
In the literature, the importance of purchasing processes can be easily observed. 
Some researchers have mentioned a statistical operation that shows the percentage ofthe 
amount of money paid for purchased materials. More details declare by (Moynihan G.P, 
Puneet Saxena, and Fonseca D.J, 2006) talking about 60% of the manufactures sales 
dollars are paid to supplier for purchased materials. However, automobile manufacturers 
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spend about 60% of the total manufacturing cost, oil refineries spend about 80%, food 
processors spend about 70%, and about 65% paid to supplier in the case of farm 
manufacturers. From these percentage mentioned above, the importance of purchasing 
processes can clearly be observed and that leads to more attention have to be paid by 
decision makers towards this critical process. 
Supplier selection problem typically consists of four stages as reported in 
(Shuo Yan Chuo, and Yao-Hui Chang, 2007, Aboulhas Conrad Tsahat Onesime, Xu 
Xiofel, and Zhan Dechen, 2004). These four stages namely: 
1) Defining the problem and realizing the needs. 
2) Formulation of decision criteria. 
3) Qualification of potential suppliers. 
4) Final selection of suppliers. 
2.3 Supplier Selection Criteria 
Supplier selection is multi-criteria problem as it has been described in 
literature and it does involve various criteria. These criteria can be divided into 
qualitative and quantitative criteria (Reza Mohammad Garfamy, 2005, Ghodspour S.H 
and Brien C.O, 1998). 
There are many criteria might be involved in the process of selecting an appropriate 
supplier and here some of them are given below:-
• Product price: It should be concerning the unit price, price for large quantities 
and the ability of any negotiations may lead to discount. Companies give a lot of 
attention to product prices, as a result of their willing to obtain the requested 
products and services against reasonable prices. More than often, companies tend 
to reduce the cost of purchased materials and make tradeoff between quality and 
pnce. 
• Quality of material: Does the supplier have quality certification such as 
International Standardization of Organization (ISO) or it is certified by the 
buying company? Does the supplier meet the quality of materials which required 
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by the buyer? Such question can be taken into account to insure that supplier is 
able to provide high quality of materials and services. 
• Reliability: It represents the Supplier's history of meeting the requirements ofthe 
customers/ buyers consistently. 
• After sales services: Most of the suppliers provide some kind of Services such as 
replacement of detective parts, instructions on equipment use, repairs or update 
of products and so on. All these services and others make the supplier more 
preferable. 
• Warranty: In addition, the length of warranty that the supplier has provided to the 
customer/buyer is one of the main factors that play a major role in supplier 
evaluation to determining and influencing after sale services. 
• Supplier location: Location of supplier can impact delivery time, transportation 
cost, and respond for rush or replacement order, firms may choose to purchase in 
the country in which they operate rather than overseas. Also firms might decide 
to buy locally in order to participate in the strategy of improving the local 
economy. 
Throughout the history of purchasing process, suppliers have been selected 
according to the criteria which have mentioned before. The most criteria ever use in 
supplier selection that mentioned by Dickson ( 1966), he ranked a number of various 
criteria taking the relative importance of each criterion into consideration. 
Based on empirical data gathered from 170 purchasing managers and members of 
national association of purchasing management, Dickson identity quality, cost, and 
delivery performance history as the three most important criteria in supplier selection. 
According to recent view, 74 articles discussed about supplier selection criteria, quality 
was deemed to be the most important, followed by delivery performance and cost 
(Nelson et. AI, 2005). Dickson's criteria have become the most commonly used in 
supplier selection decisions (Dan Wang, Yezhuang Tian, and Yunaquan Hu, 2004). 





3 Performance history 
4 Warranties and claim policies 
5 Production facilities and capacity 
6 Price 
7 Technical capability 
8 Financial position 
9 Procedural compliance 
10 Communication system 
11 Reputation and position in industry 
12 Desire of business 
13 Management and organization 
14 Operating controls 
15 Repair services 
16 Attitude 
17 Impression 
18 Packaging ability 
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19 Labor relation record 
20 Geographical location 
21 Amount of past business 
22 Training aids 
23 Reciprocal arrangements 
Table 2-1. Dickson's Supplier Selection Cnteria 
Many authors have discussed the criteria of evaluating and selecting suppliers in 
terms of the relative importance of each criterion, the number of criteria involves, and so 
on. The relative importance of the evaluative criteria varies depending upon many 
factors such as place, the time, purchase and evaluation situation, and the nature of 
selection situation (Reza Mohammady Garfamy, 2005). 
The six most mentioned were price, delivery, quality, facilities and capacity, 
geographic location, and technical capability, although the numbers of selection criteria 
can be adjusted regarding rules in different firms, to go well with the individual 
company policies (Shuo-Y an Chua, and Y ao-Hui Chang, 2007). 
Once the relative importance of the supplier selection criteria have been decided 
upon and that implies some criteria have the greatest impact whilst some other have less 
influence. Decision makers I managers concentrate on different levels of importance 
while they dealing with the supplier selection criteria. Different organizations assess 
their supplier using different criteria. (Juang-Jyh Shyur, and Hsy-Shih Shih, 2005) list 
some of those criteria by types of business. Table 2-2 shows the seven kinds of 
companies which are considered in this research. Undoubtedly, price, quality and 










Lines of business Attributes/Criteria 
Baby food manufacturer Price, Quality, Delivery 
Bicycle manufacturer Quality, Delivery, Price, Facilitiy, 
Technical capability, Financial position, 
Past performance attitude, Flexibility, 
Service. 
Bottling machinery industry Product price, Shipment quality, delivery 
performance 
Equipment manufacturer Acquisition cost, Product quality, 
delivery reliability. 
High-tech company Technical, Market, Organizational. 
Public road and rail transportation Make-up, Processing time, Prototyping 
time, Design reVISIOn time, Quality 
system, Co-design, Technology level. 
Telecommunications company Cost (capital expenditure, operating 
expenditure), Quality (technical, 
operational, vendor). 
Table 2-2:- 7 kmds of companies which are considered m this research. 
Source: (Huang-Jyh Shyur, and Hsy-Shih Shih, 2005). 
An empirical study done by (Dan Wan, Yazuang Tian, and Yunquan Hu, 2004) in 
which data for this study have been collected from the United State, and United 
Kingdom, Norway, China and Australia; it is found that quality of products or services 
as the most influencing factors in supplier selection decisions. It tallies with Dickson's 
ranking of the evaluation criteria. 
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2.4 Complexity of Supplier Selection Problem 
Decision makers or managers are often responsible for making purchasing 
decision which definitely not an easy job. They should be aware of choosing the 
appropriate and the right supplier among pool of potential suppliers. The best supplier 
also should be selected among others according to the capability of satisfYing whole 
materials or services which have been requested by the buyer. 
On the other hand, suppliers have to be recognized that business can perform 
in a better way when they understand and satisfY all the needs of the customers (Chee-
Cheng Chen and Ching-Chow Yang, 2002). 
It's agreed in the literature that the supplier selection decision is so 
complicated and difficult to deal with. According to (Mahrnut Sonrnez, 2006, Dongjoo 
lee, et.al, 2006, J.shi, et.al, 2000, Hongwei Ding, Lyes Benyoucef, and Xiaollan Xie, 
2003, Wei-Kang Wang et.al, 2006, Shuo-Yan Chou, and Yao Hui Chang, 2007, Reza 
Mohammady Garfamy, 2005,Lei-Lei Chen, and Mei-Xian Jiang, 2005,Mosaad A. Badri, 
and Mohammad H.Abdulla, 2004), there are many reasons which are making supplier 
selection problem is a complex process. 
First, supplier selection involves a huge number of criteria. Therefore, decision 
makers or managers have been forced to consider all of them. Beside that they should 
also taking the relative importance of the criteria into their account. 
Second, supplier selection problem is complicated by involving multiple evaluated 
criteria that some of them are quantitative such as the price, delivery while others are 
qualitative such as flexibility and service. 
Third, it may become more complicated as a result of conflicts among criteria; 
low price could be conflicting to the quality and so on. Frequently, these evaluation 
criteria involve tradeoffs. For example, one supplier may offer higher quality items, with 
uncertain delivery time. Therefore, setting up tradeoffs is extremely important. 
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Fourth, changing in criteria itself may happen across time and place, beside the 
number of selection criteria can be adjusted due to the certain strategy in various firms. 
Furthermore, the importance of criteria differs from one purchase to another. 
Finally, the huge number of alternatives might be including in selection process 
due to the competitiveness among them. This number of alternatives may also create a 
vast amount of information. Moreover, decision makers are required to achieve further 
series of comparisons when more alternatives involved. 
From other point, (Ching Chow Yang, and Bai-Sheng Chen, 2006) reported the 
following points that play a vital role in the complexity of supplier selection problem 
• Selecting suppliers only on the basis of managers' personal knowledge is neither 
efficient nor scientific according to inherent risk of subjective decision and lack 
of systematic analysis. 
• Several evaluation models such as total cost of ownership (TCO), linear 
weighting (L W), and mathematical programming (MP). Obviously, an L W 
model seems not to include quantitative criteria, while the mathematical 
programming models do not include qualitative criteria. 
• In practical application of supplier selection model, there is shortage in decision 
support system in supporting organization in the evaluation and selection of 
supplier which aggravates the complexity of the mathematical analysis. 
2.5 Integrated Models for Supplier Selection 
On the other hand there are some studies attempted to come up with much better 
methods which can enhance the performance of decision making process. For achieving 
this goal, researchers integrate different type of methods together and propose to use that 
new integrate methods in decision making activity. This idea aims to develop new type 
of integrating models by merging the concepts of either mathematical, weighting, or 
statistical models in order to build new models that can encompasses various 
advantages. Moreover the new integrated models always try to avoid the shortcomings 
in each one of the integrated approaches. 
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As one of these studies done by (Fadihlah Ahmed et.al, 2007), which its main 
purpose is proposing a framework for improving single criteria decision model. Authors 
proposed a model that integration of statistical, weight, and Guided Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (GAHP) model. GAHP is proposed term for AHP data entry matrices compound 
with the systematic guidance for a decision maker (DM) to enter data into the system. 
In (Prabot Kaur et.al, 2007) an integration of standard score and linear programming 
is proposed to consider tangible and intangible attributes as well. The proposed approach 
used for selecting the best vendors. Besides, it situates the optimal order quantities 
among vendors. 
Some authors have applied mixed integer, goal and multi-objective programming to 
supplier selection problem. Because these models are mathematical, they are not capable 
of considering qualitative attributes which are so significant for supplier selection 
decision. (S.H. Ghodsypour, and C. O'Brien, 1998) proposed an integration of analytic 
hierarchy process and linear programming to consider both tangible and intangible 
factors when choosing the best supplier. The model applies AHP which uses pairwise 
comparisons to make tradeoff between tangible and intangible factors and calculate 
suppliers' rating as coefficients of an objective function in linear programming 
distributes order quantities among suppliers. 
In other article, an integrated model for supplier selection has been developed by 
(Ching-Chow Yang, and Bai-Sheng Chen, 2006). It's include the use of AHP method to 
systematically integrate different judgments from various evaluators and obtain the 
weights of qualitative criteria, in addition to application of Grey Relational Analysis 
(GRA) that adopts qualitative and quantitative criteria. 
2.6 Linear Weightage model 
The web development using linear weightage model intends to provide more robust 
software model that can handle the activity supporting the supplier selection decision. 
Linear weightage model represents one of the weighting models for supplier selection 
decision. This model is dependent upon decision's makers' judgment as they have to 
assign weights to the criteria that involve in decision making process. In most cases 
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there are some criteria considered as more important than others, such as product price, 
and delivery time. 
Managers I decision makers should assigned weight to each individual criterion in 
order to determine the relative importance of each one. Hence decision makers/ 
managers should be conscious and precise when assigning weights to these criteria 
besides taking the preference of criteria into their considerations. These weights are 
playing vital role in decision making process and extremely affect the final decision. 
Many of the existing decision methods and models are considering just the 
quantitative criteria, although the supplier selection problem involves both quantitative 
and qualitative factors (Ching-Chow Yang and Bai-Sheng Chen, 2006). In this section, 
linear weightage model have been proposed as it can easily handle both tangible and 
intangible criteria of evaluating and selecting the best vendor/supplier. Linear weightage 
model has many features that make it able to support decision making process m 
general. Such features can be summarized in several points as follows: 
• The simplicity of this model can be clearly witnessed when applying to supplier 
selection process as there are no complicated calculations or complex 
mathematical procedures to follow. 
• The model can easily include a tremendous number of criteria as well as huge 
number of different decision alternatives without reducing model sufficiency of 
affecting any results. 
• The final result are usually obtained in a form of scores, therefore there is no 
chance for confusion when the highest score indicates best supplier overall. 
• The linear weightage model is capable of considering quantitative factor as well 
as qualitative. 
However linear weightage model is suitable for supplier selection decision; it has 
limitation apparently via the assignment of weight for each decision criterion. These 
weights could be assigned by decision maker based on his/her experience which they 
may lead to variation in the final decision. 
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Linear weightage model consists of sequence functions and mathematical 
calculations should be followed to make the final decision. First of all decision maker/ 
manager have to identify all criteria that involve in the certain process first before 
performing any other steps. After identifying all the attributes/ criteria related to 
supplier selection decision, manager/decision maker has to determine thresholds for 
each attribute/criterion. In fact, threshold can be divided into two types maximum and 
minimum hence, each attribute I criterion either has maximum or minimum threshold. 
To establish a threshold to criterion, manager should classify all criteria two groups. 
The first group known as "Larger is better" while the other known as "Smaller is 
better". The best supplier location is required to be the closest one to the buyer 
company or the customer, the short delivery time is desirable, and low cost of products 
is preferable, so delivery time, supplier location, and product cost can be categorized as 
"Smaller is better" and the threshold for this type of criteria must be maximum. On the 
other hand, most of the qualitative criteria can be considered as "larger is better" such 
as warranty where threshold must be minimum. 
After determining the thresholds for the whole criteria or attributes, calculate the 
vendor values have to be established. It is often represented in the form of matrix which 
contains various of numerical values for each vendor in respect with each single 
attribute or criterion. Once the attribute was considered as maximum type of thresholds, 
formula 1 should be used. 
Vmax= Max- Vendor (1) 
Max-Min 
Where 
Vmax = vendor value that has maximum type of threshold in respect with a particular 
attribute I criterion. 
Vendor = specific vendor that is considered at a time. 
Max =maximum value of particular attribute/ criteria among all vendors/ suppliers. 
Min= minimum value of the same attribute among the whole suppliers. 
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In other case, when the attribute was classifies under the minimum type of 
threshold, formula 2 is the solely one option for calculating the vendor's value. 
V min = Vendor -Min (2) 
Max-Min 
Where 
Vmin = vendor value that has minimum type of threshold in respect with a particular 
attribute I criterion. 
Vendor = specific vendor that is considered at a time. 
Max = maximum value of particular attribute/ criteria among all vendors/ suppliers. 
Min= minimum value of the same attribute among the whole suppliers. 
The idea of using formula I and 2 is extremely valuable because they provide a 
method that enables the comparisons among decision criteria. Usually decision criteria 
have different units of measure so any comparisons among those criteria are not 
logically acceptable. By using the data normalization concepts which represented in 
formula I and formula 2, all the criteria will be having the weights instead of variety of 
measurement and then the comparisons can simply made. 
On the other hand, the decision makers I managers should not only be aware of 
the whole criteria that involved into the supplier selection process but also to which 
degree each criterion is more important than the other. Regarding this concept the 
managers/ decision makers should assign weight to each criterion in accordance with 
the relative importance of the criterion among the others and that has been considered 
as the major limitation in this model. 
When all values of the criteria matrix are calculated, series of calculation should 
be achieved by multiplying weights of criteria by the whole values within the matrix. 
The total should be calculated for each vendor which represents the vendors' scores. 
The final decision table includes a score for each vendor I supplier and the one who 
gains the highest score is recommended as the best vendor I supplier. 
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3.1 Purpose of Research 
CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY 
Research and practitioners often seek for the most appropriate method that can 
provide reliability, simplicity, and satisfactory performance to enhance supplier selection 
decisions. On the other hand, decision makers would like to have an efficient method to 
assist them throughout the activity of decision making particularly in supplier selection 
problem. 
The main objective of this research is to develop software which is website 
development to propose model for supplier selection decision. The development of 
website that proposed model is based on the most common used model in supplier 
selection decision which they named linear weightage model approach. The proposed 
model is more powerful and reliable, as it's based on the robust approaches. On the other 
hand, the most suitable system development methodology for this system is prototyping. 
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Figure 3-1: Prototyping Model 
Figure 3-1 illustrates different phases to develop this system which based on proposed a 
new hybrid model. This web development starting with planning and continues 
throughout analysis, design and implementation. The reasons of choosing this 
methodology are:-
• Quickly provide a system for the user to interact with 
• Used existing software 
• Less time consume because more quickly to refine the real requirements 
• Can be reanalysis, redesign until the system complete. 
• Involvement of user is required. 
• It also can reduce development cost. 
• Since users know what to expect, it will facilitates system development. 
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3.2 Planning 
The planning phase is most important in this system development. The planning 
phase for this system development includes the problem statement, objectives and scope 
of study that has been stated earlier. 
3.3 Analysis 
For the analysis phase, research will be done to find out more about the case being 
studied which is the Linear Weightage Model and the software that will be used for the 
development of the system should be determine as research element in this stage. 
3.4 Design 
The design phases for this project involve interfaces design of this system, flow 
chart of system and database or entity relationship diagram (ERD) design. The design 
has been constructed in various ways. For this system, the interfaces design has been 
used is Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 meanwhile the tool that required to design flow 
chart and entity relationship diagram is Microsoft Visio. 
3.5 Implementation Phase 
The core of this research 1s mainly focused on software development or 
implementation of website for this proposed model. This phase concerns various view 
points and different aspects that should be given attention in order to yield sufficient 
results. It starts with scanning most of the existing models in the literature and 
determining the most commonly used models in supplier selection problem. Based on 
the previous studies there are some models which have shown their capabilities and 
sufficiency when applied in supplier selection decision. Those models have been under 
the focus and so can easily specify the strengths as well as shortcomings. The urgent 
need for a robust and efficient model becomes so obvious. It has been found that 
weighting models are the most common category among all other categories. 
Linear weigthtage model is multi criteria method. The limitation in the model, the 
strength of this model and other concepts will be widely discussed later on. Moreover, 
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composing and formulating the proposed model taking into account concepts of linear 
weigthtage model. The testing and evaluation of the linear weightage model has been 
taking place, the proposed model should be tested in the real business world through 
developed and implement a system of supplier selection process in computer selection. 
3.6 Software Used 
Here is the list of recommended software needed in order to develop the application: 
Software Minimum Requirement 
Browser Internet Explorer 6 and above 
Operating System WindowsXP 
Supporting Software Macromedia Dreamweaver 8 
EasyPHP for PHP and MySQL platform. 
MySQL 5.1.22 (community release) 
MySQL GUI Tools 
Table 2-3:- Software used 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Based on the methodology identified in the Methodology section, Figure 4-1 and Figure 
4-2 below shows the flow chart of the system. 
FLOW CHART LOGIN SYSTEM FOR SUPPLIER SELECTION DECISION SYSTEM. 
Yes 
Get details about 
the user 
Start 
User ID and 
assword matched? 
Yes 
Go To Main page 
Write Log:- User 10 and 





Figure 4-1:- Flow chart login system for supplier selection DSS. 
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FLOW CHART COMPUTER SELECTION FOR SUPPLIER SELECTION DECISION 
SYSTEM. 
Start 
Get the weight and 
threshold from user 
Get the information of 
suppliers to be evaluate 
Evaluate using linear 
weightage model 
View report and rank for 
the best supplier 
End 
Figure 4-2:- Flow chart for supplier process in Supplier Selection Decision Support System 
(DSS) (Computer Selection) 
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Figure 4-3 until Figure 4-18 below show the interfaces for the system. 
Go. gie: -~-~~~5ea'ch ••I"!"J • ~9 ~· i!) :,;. • tJ ~· i ~Ch!dc • 'tJAI.IIDFIII• 
_· ~led~ ret~ ~-jh;;;;-;,-~-~: -I Retry I 
0 ~~ _ i2l-.:_I: .. ::Z~.0.0.-1/-~~-.-::-, ~Thti( Belinl You 0a:1 ... :- h\1p://l27.o.~·~=~--~ it"!h.~~Yw .. _. )( I i 1 
Figure 4-3:- Login page for user 
WELCOME TO SUPPLIER SELECTION DSS 
(COMPU'IER SELECTION) 
Pltast enwr your uMrJD and password. 
UstriD : : 
------ ----------·-·, 
Password : 1 
0 remember me on this computer 
~~~~j 
First time user 
1 user curreat~· a5hall this S)~tem! 
1.1f yo1.1 have registered before, enter your user ID and pus. word. 
2. If you have torgoU.n your password, cnck here for 1 reminder. 
3. Otherwise, you eo~n register as 1 new user. 
4_ To access to admln page, pleaseJ.2Sil.n hert. 
Go g;< ... : ~15ea'l:h • · i .:[", • ,J() c.'jo• ;s, 1 ~ • tJ Bookmats• ~·~ ctJedc • i:j Aull:AII • 
~alled~-~~~t.;;-~w;;-;;.;,~.--1 ~~ 
__ I 
WELCOME TO SUPPUE!Ft SELEC'T10N DSS 
(COMPUTER SELECnON) 
Pl•ase •nhryour user ID ana password. 
UMriD : '--------~----~---· 
Password: 
-------
Figure 4-4:- Login page for administrator 
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Figure 4-5:- Register page 
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Figure 4-6:- Main page for administrator which consists of announcement board, user registered 







View SuQPJier Proce's 
System Administrator 
Tel rio: o:pQ842.00 
Fax tlo: 05-2.436403 
PETRONAS 
.(Page,. ,g. Tools • ,.. 
SUPPLIER DECISION SlJPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
LIST:: ADD:: PASSWORD 
LIST OF USER 
usoeriD 
hajar87 
Status Detail Ido 
0~~ ::\Iore ... 
Figure 4-7:- Administrator page to manage user information which administrator can add and view 
user information . 
Failed 111 retrieve buttms tom My Wllb SeJch. I Retry I 
0 Q 127.0.0.1/kEaflost .. j:6_Thr«Belin'IWOecl.i~~:_//j27A:J~O~ .. ·.:r··n:-;;·~You ... L i }{Page ... -~ TOOl! • 10 
SUPPLIER DECISION SlJPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
. -






: .. ' 
System Administrator 
Teitlo:~ 
F<~J< No: 05-?435403 
PETRONAS 
'xo; nnE CO!\""IT!U 
!his ~- iust _tO ~st 
hide this 
"" 1his u: just tOr ~on. ~--·-





Figure 4-8:- Manage announcement page for administrator to update user for any information 






View Supnlier Pmces~ 
Sy!ilem Administrator 
Tel tlo: 05--20!111200 
Fax flo: 1)5.2435403 
PETROUAS 
v 






1. Please 611 tbi5 form completdr 
2. You taD choo;;e either msplar or hide. Hide means thar: this amowceme:ut wiD. not appear 
wh~ n,;er \ie\\ thtirhomepage_ Di;play mean;; that this announce:mi!:llt ~>ill appear in user 
homepage 
;t Page • ,~ Tools • ,. 
Figure 4-9:- This page named "Add new announcement form" will be appeared when admin click 






View Sunplier Proc~ss 
Systllm Administrator 
Tal flo: 05-2084200 
FElX tlo: 05-2436403 
PETRONAS 
SUPPLIER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
The ID tmmber t"ot this l!D!IQI.IIlcemem :- 1 
TITLErTEST--------------~---: 
ST.-\Tl"S: Olmplay 
""'"' : ~~- i __ ~~--~-~-~-i 
$ 
;4-Page • "!;Tools • ., 
Figure 4-10:- The administrator can edit or update the announcement when click on "Edit" button. 
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· Failed IDretr~~-~~wa~:~ SUCh~-I Retry 1 e 
0 o- I~l-~:~--~~~~!~~l!_~·~!._,;~~.~-~;:i:'_i:!~~~~~!i~~~~-.~~:.1.- ______ ---~~:co.-.---co __ ,, __ L::·.~~~~c·=>~-=~~-~~"~-:~:-~~!:.~ 
mr;ll,$!.-
Siti Hajar Minhad 
Main 
Profile! 




Tel No: 05-2084200 
Faxf·lo:~ 
PETROflAS 


















hajarlud .. ,·_ s~~yaboo.com 
Figure 4-11:- User view profile 
~IIBd_tnretr~~-~~-Mf~~:--IRelryl 
U 0 _;~~~~."_i;_~~o~ii~-hm/~.:: _!_~:-~;~;~~::~ '-~~~~~~~~-~~--L.--.: 
Sit! Hajar Mlnhad 
M_~t_i_l) 
Profile 
UP dote user mnfile 
fuplier process 
System Administrator 
Tel tlo: 05.2G84200 
Fax No: 05-2436403 
PETRONAS 
SUPPLIER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
First Name --~--~, 




No:-48 Kg Seri KamallJddin 
IOm9aailo9 




Figure 4-12:- user can update their profile through "update user profile" link. 
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Sl;PPLIER DECISION Sl.JPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
ouare!{) lila!; User 10 m:.Jcn87 Log(ijlt 
Siti Hajar lllinhad 
[Jain 
.E!.Qiilf_ 
Update user profile 
Supplier process 
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;smaller is bell.er 
!max •; System Administrator 
Tel No: 05-208421)0 
FaK No: 05-2431>4!}3 
PETRONAS 
~ei!Y~T;m~~n--~ ~~~eekll ~n- • smallembe_uer __ J [ 
9 ~ce~~ij - --- ~~~----==--- [~~~ • 1sm31terrSbetter ___ _ 
Additional lnformabon 
1 ~valueforv.dghamu."tbebemeenOandl (O<r.dghts<l) 
,GL:~'--- , __ -·--~~~'----"'---_~-~~-·-------_---_- --=---~, 
Figure 4-13:- Insert the weights and choose either the variable is maximum or minimum. 
The page above will be appear when user go to "Supplier process" link. The criteria and unit 
measurement has been fixed by the system. User only have to choose the threshold which is 
either maximum or minimum and fill the weights of the variable. When user click submit button, 
the page below will be appear:-
..;o. 3ie !-- - -· --- -- - -- - -•: ·'-tSR'ch • ·• ''{) • ,9 r!Jfl• iW . ~ • 'Cz Bl:d:rnarl$• ; ~Chock • '~ AutoFIII• ,~, 
~~~~~-~-Mt~~.- !Retr'fl 
c) u ]ss[ .. :-.!11 w.o.o.l/b:ahoatl p. .. : ~Th~~~09 ... 
rm•e 
Sitl Hujur Minhud 
Main 
Prolile 
Und~!e user nroftl<> 
StmpliH process 
System Admlnfgtrator 
Tel No: 05-20S4200 
Fax 'lo: 05-2436403_ 
PETROHAS 
SUPPLIER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 






Power Conruwplion; 0.05 
-warranty: 0.10 
Dei\-ecy rp:ne: 0.05 
Pri~e: 0_25 
Youha\·e to did: C¢1:11imJe lillk here to comiuue the supplier pro~H 
Continue 
Figure 4-14:- ·The "continue" link to continue the supplier process for the next step. 
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After users click "Continue" link, users have to fill the information of supplier such as supplier 
no, name, address, telephone number, fax number and value of each criteria. The page for 
supplier details is as below:-
Faikdto";;-~fu~f.tt--~-~J_~ I 
f) o ;L~~Ei~X::_:jlh_~-.-.. ~ fjlhtlp://12. .. r·a;Jt~~~D~_-_bi~.;; .. J~~~~J~-~~ .. ·- u 






Tel No: 05-2084200 
Fax tlo: OS-2436403 
PETRONAS 










[i.--i/i2 caChe rCAC)-- ~~-~- . ___ _ 
~~i(f0~ii_:_::_ _____ ~~~-~] ~~=-~~--





: : ______ __j 
1!~~-~=-J c:==-~=~ 
,,------
___ ,] __________ , 
~v~~~n~ --==--=-~~---~ 
~~~i:~-'Y_~~J~_!) :--~=-:1 
~l~~~a;~~=J lmax ____ ! C~ _______ j 
,.~-----~---
i~_y""_ar; 
Figure 4-15:- The page to fill the information of supplier. 
The system provides two buttons which are "Add New Form" button and "End" button. If users 
click on "Add New Form" button, user can fill another supplier into the form. Meanwhile if 
users click on "End" button, the process will continue to the supplier final decision to display all 
suppliers that has been evaluated using weightage model. The supplier after evaluate process is 
as below:-
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Update user profile 
Supplier process 
View Supplier Status 
System Administrator 
Tel No: 05-2084200 
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Figure 4-16:- Displayed the total value of the supplier after using weightage model. 
Sitl Hajar Mlnhad 
Main 
Profile 
Update user protile 
Supplier process 
View SUPJllier Status 
System Administrator 
Tel No: 05-2004200 
Fax No: 05-2436403 
PETRotlAS 
SUPPLIER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
,SupplierRank: Supplier'Xo 





Supplier 1 ,0.31': 












1_ Ple~e click '"End Proce~s • to make ~e !he sta1Us of database :is "done • after you leave lhS process_ 
Figure 4-17:- Final result of report for supplier rank. 
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To complete the system and avoid uncertainty, user have to click the "End process" button. This 
is important to make sure the database will not include previous information when user insert the 
new evaluation. When user click on this button, the page in Figure 4-18 will appear:-
ou are lo 111 as 




Update user profile 
Supolier orocess 
View Supplier Status 
Contact us 
System Administrator 
Tel rlo: 05.2084200 
Fax tlo: 05-2436403 
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SUPPLIER DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM (DSS) 
User ID haJar37 Logoul 
CongratulatiOIJS. Your process is successfully done! 
Main page 
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This chapter mainly present and discusses the contribution of the research besides 
major concepts that this research intends to do. Moreover, the contributions of the 
website development for the linear weightage model are stated, the limitation of this 
research is stated too. Finally some future directions may be done as expected works for 
more improvements and better results are explained. 
5.2 Research Contribution 
The main contributions of this research are illustrated in the following points: 
• The website development that proposed model is really represent a robust model 
for supplier selection process as it integrates the advantages of linear weightage. 
• The website development that proposed model does save time and effort and that 
will strongly accelerate the supplier selection decision as well as improving the 
whole business processes within organizations in tum. 
• The website development that proposed model with the capability to eliminate 
human judgment on suppliers that participate in the purchase process, besides the 
human judgment criteria as well. 
• The website development that proposed model can be considered as core of DSS 
when designing DSS for supplier selection problem. It can play vital role through 
taking control of model base management system in DSS framework. 
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5.3 Research Limitation 
The limitation of most researchers related to DSS is observed in the obstacles 
that have been facing managers when understanding how DSS selects the supplier as 
general. In addition, they also find that understanding of the mathematical models is not 
easy job for them regarding the gap between DSS and the knowledge backgrounds of 
those managers. 
Sometimes decision makers urge to select more than one supplier, as a result of 
no one supplier satisfy all the requirements. The second drawback is that the proposed 
model did not consider the concepts of multi source supplier. This web development 
also has limitation when only consider the computer selection. Therefore, in the future, it 
may consider not only computer selection but available to any selection. 
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APPENDICES 
The coding for login page including (not complete coding):-
ooosion_otalt(); 
include <~m.y:!lql. php••; 
~_POST['uoorn ... o'] • eddslashos(~_POST['usorn ... 1]); :q: Lj"' '''-''' 
!_POST[ 1pao•word'] • eddslashos(f_POST['paosuord']); 
fpasswotd • (i_POST[ 'PU!UOtd 1 ]) ; ]'-'-'-"'-'L''! '·'·"''·'lLlcc 
fllltttOW • aysql_quuy("SI:LECT • !'ROil 'suppl1er_1oqUI' " 
"lfflE!Il 'loqin_ID' • '" • !_POST( 'uoernae'] , "'" 
" AmD 'loginyessvotd.' s rr• • ~·password .'r 1 ;rr); 
if(aysql_n .. _toQ(fuserrou) !• "!"){ 
/T~ :.n"-·J.J7.d t:J~3s:·,~-.1r-:l ~.r~< T) 
} else{ 
echo "<font color='red'><b> Login failed !User ID and passr.rord not matched!</b></font>"; 
include "loqin.php"; 
$_SESSIOU['ID'] • $_POST['username']; 
i_ SESSION[ 'paoSIIotd' ]•$ _POST[ 'pusuotd 1 ] ; 
aysql_quuy("UPDATE oupplior_login SET login_otoeus• •onlino' II!II:R£ log1n_ID• 'i_SESSIO!l{IDJ '"I; 
htllllet("Locet1on: honopogo,phP"); 
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In register page, there are some security issues that have to be considered such as mandatory 




$con = mysql_connect("localhost" ,"root","" I ; 
if ('$con) 
{ 
die('Could not connect: ' . mysql_error()); 
mysql_select_db("supplier", $con); 
$phone = isset($_POST[ 'notel'll ? $_POST[ 'notel'] : ""; 
$checkuser = mysql_query("SELECT user_ID FROM supplier_user lJHERE user_ID='i_POST[usemame]'"l; 
$usernaae_exiat = mysql_num_rows($checkuser); 
$check_notel = mysql_query("SELECT user _phone FROM supplier_user lJHERE user_phone='$phone"'l; 
$IC_exist = mysql_num_rows($check_notel); 
$flag=" OK"; 
$msg=rm; 
$usernaae = isset($_POST['username']l? $_POST['username'] :""; 
$password = isset($_POST[ 'password' ]I ? $_POST[' password'] : ""; 
if(strlen($username) < 5 ){ // •;l;•;cl: uJ'":li! ;~uJC ilwre than S 
$mag=$msg." Your username must more than 5 character <BR>"; 
$flaq=rrNOTOKrr; / t.o n::rt. olL 
} 
if(strlen($password) > 12 ){ 
$msg=$llsg." Your password must not more than 12 character or nUI!iber.<BR>"; 
$ flag="NOTOK"; 
l 
if ($flag <>"OK"}{ 




elseif($username_exist > 0}( 
$msg=$mag. "Sorry, You username has been existed in the database. Please choose another username. Thank you'<BR> 




Through the announcement form, admin also can choose to hide or display the announcement. The 
coding to generate this form and insert into database are as below:-
REQUIRE "mysql. php"; 
echo "<form. nam.e='new_annonc~' actlon='process new annouce.php' m.ethod='post'>"; 
echo "<table width=' 60%' border=' 0' align=' left • cellpadding=' 0' cell spacing=' 0 '>"; 
echo ''<tr>"; 
echo "<th align=right class=stylel7>TITLE</th>"; 
echo rr<th class=stylel7> : </th>"; 
echo "<td><input type=' text' size=40 name=' title' value=' '><ltd>"; 
echo "</t:r::>''; 
echo "<tr>"; 
echo "<th valign=top align=right class=stylel7>CONfENT</th>"; 
echo "<th valign=top class=stylel7> : </th>"; 
echo "<td><textarea cols=60 I:ows=7 nam.e=' content'></textarea></tdY'; 
echo "</tr>"; 
echo ''<tr>"; 
echo "<th align= right valign=top class=stylel7>STATOS</th>"; 
echo "<th valign=top class=stylel7> : </thY'; 
echo ''<tel>''; 
echo "<input type=' r:adio' name=' status' value=' Y' checked>Display</br>"; 











echo "<td><input type=' submit' name='suhm.it' value= 1Add'><a href='add_annonnce.p' 










INSERT INTO supplier._announce (annonnce_title 1 announce_content,announce_status) 
VALUES ('$title' 1 '$content' 1 '$status') 
"; 
$tm_que~y=mysql_query($tm_sql); 
header. ("location: add_annonnce. php'') ; 
?> 
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The coding to update user profile is as below (not complete algorithm):-
<?php 
session_sta~t(); 
$user_ID = ~_SESSION['!D']; 
include 'm.ysql.php'; 
ii,Just '~O r-1-~)'~ s•n:·c •.lBe.r login ·cr,J_s sys•:'CJJt 
if (! $user_ID) 
else 
( 
echo "<:br:>You're not login. Please login thl.s sy:::tem fir:::o:t.<br>"; 
i/G•c"c ,:;-,cc vcu:.i.-:•lJ.l;:: l:t:·:•'J' updat-·~ _pr_ofl1•~ LonJ 
$"frume JO_POST['fnam.e•]; 
$mrume = 10 POST[ 'mna:m.e'] ; 
t;lnell.e = !i_POST[ '!name']; 
$address = 51_POST[ 'address' ] 
$Phone = $_POST[ 'phone'] ; 
fi'City = :?_POST['city'); 
$State= $_POST['state'J; 
qposcode = $_POST['poscode'); 
$eaail = $ POST['em.a~l'] ; 
,iiif ll "U.: J.~.;:VC: !:}E:: ~~·~Ktlco:-: blCLl:!k 
if( !$fname AND !hmam.e AIID !$lneae AliJD '$addres8 AJJD !$phone A1!lD !$city AJJD !$state ABD !$poscoW! A11D 1$eaail) 
( 
echo " 





mysql_query("UPDATE suppliet:_uset: SET uset:_ FNallle=' lffnaiii.e 1 r.mERE uset:_ID= 'lfuset:_ID '"); 
} 
if ( lj:mnSJLe) 
{ 
mysql_que:r:y("UPDATE suppliet:_uset: SET uset:_MNallle='!fmname' liJHERE uset::_ID='Ifuset:_ID'"); 
if ($lnem:Le) 
( 
























mysql_que~:y("UPDATE supplie~:_useJ:: SET user_em.ail=' $email 1 lJHERE use~:_ID"'' t;use:r:_ID' "); 
echo "<font coloJ::='red'><cente~:>Profile Updated! 1 !</str:ong></br>"; 
echo "<input type= 'button' value= 'Back' onClick=' histor:y. go (-2) '></center:>"; 
?><style type="text/css"> 
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All of the variable and threshold will be insert in tbe database through process_ variable_ comp. php. 
The system also make sure tbat tbe weight total is I. If not, user have to fill tbe weights again. The 
algorithm is as below: 
Hl'-!!""OK"; 
if(!$veightsl AiD !$veigbts2 m !$ve1gbts3 AiD !$veigbts4 AID !$veights5 AID !$veights6 AID !$weights7 AID !$veights8 AID !$'11eights9) 
{ 
echo " 
<centet>Please insert the weights. The weiqht must be between 0 and 1 
<br:>"; 
echo "<input type='button' value='Back' onClick='history.qo(-1) '><Jcentet>"; 
$tl'-!!"~"NOTOK"; 
) 
elseit($veightsl + liveights2 + $Veigbts3 + $veights4 + $veights5 + $veights6 + $veights7 + $veights8 + liveights9 !: 1) 
{ 
echo " 
<center>Plea::~e check the value of the weight. It must be 1 after sum up all the value. 
<br>"; 
echo "<input type= 'button' value=' Back' onClick=' history, go ( -1) '></center>"; 
Hlaq~~"NOTOK"; 
) 
~addctiteria_sql:"IllJSERT INTO supplier_ criteria 
(criteria_ name, criteria_ neme2, criteria_ nruae3, cri te.da _ name4, criteria_ nameS, criteria_ naD.e6, cri tetia_ na!le7, criteria_ nam.e8, criteria_ nam.e9, cri ter ' 
ia measure tmit,criteria measurement unit2,criteria measurement unit3,criteria mea~rement unit4,c:riteria measurement tmitS,critena m.easurem · 
enC_ uni t6, ~ri teria _ meas~eD.ent _ uni t7: criteria_ meaau~ement _ tmi tB: c:ri teria _ measu~ement _ tmi t9: criteria_ tlu:eshold, cri teri~ _ threshold2, criteria_ th ! 
reshold3, criteria_ thresbold4, criteria_ thresholdS, criteria_ thresbold6, criteria_ threshold?, criteria_ thresholdS 1 criteria_ thresbo ld9 1 criteria_ uei : 
ght, criteria_ ueight2 , c:ri teria _veight3, criteria_ weight4, criteria _weightS, criteria_ weight6, criteria_ weight?, criteria_ wdght8, criteria_ veight9) ' 
VALUES ( I ~processor' , r ~hat disk' ' '~monitor t I I ~cache' I I $tim' r r ~power' I t ~lJatranty' , '$delivery' ' I $price''' ~MHZ I , I ~GB I I I Sinch I r' $Jilll' I I OIBZ I' I ~wett' 
, 'Hn_years' 1 '~in _lil"eeks' , '~in_RH' 1 '~select' , 'ljselect2' , 'ljselect3' , '~select4' , '~selectS' , 'ljselect6' , '$select7',' ~ selec:t8' , '~select9',' ~weights 
1 I 1 I $WeightS2 I r I $weightSJ I 1 I $1ireigbtS4 1 r ! $11eightS5 L 1 I $JiTeightS6 1 1 I ljy-eightll7 t f I $liJeightS8 1 1 I $lJeightS9 I)"; 
~addcri teria _ query=mysq:l_ q:uery ( ljaddcri teria _ sql) : 
echo "<center>Congratulation 1 You're successfully filled the variable of computer. This is the detail:</strong><Jbr>"; 
echo "Processor :".$_POST["1Jeight31"]: 
echo "</br>Hardisk : ", ~_POST["ureightsZ"]; 
echo "<Jbr>Monitor : ", ~_POST["ureights3"]; 
echo "</br>Cache : ",lj_ POST["weights4"]; 
echo "<lbr>RAH: ".~_POST["weights5"]; 
echo "<lbr>Power Consumption: ".CPOST["weights6"]; 
echo "</br>llarranty: ".~_POST["weights7"]; 
echo "<!br>Delivery Time : ".~_POST["weightsB"]; 
echo "<Jbr>Pdce : ",$_POST["weights9"]; 
echo "<!hr>You have to click continue link here to continue the supplier process,"; 




The algorithm to display the total after evaluate using linear weightage model supplier data is as 
below (not complete algorithm):-
$query = "SELECT MAX(details_value) as processor FROM supplier_details liiHE!IE details_status 'in pr:ocess'"; 
$~esult = mysql_qaery($query) or die(mysql_error()); 
!jquecy2 = "SELECT MIN(details_value) as processor:2 FROM supplier_details !JHERE details_status 'in process' "· 
$r:esult2 = mysql_query($query2) or die(mysql_error()); 
while{$rov = mysql_fetch_array($tesult)){ 
$max= $rov['processor'); 
while($tow2 = mysql_fetch_array($result2)){ 
bin = $row2[ 'processor2' J; 
tJhile($rov2 = mysql_fetch_array($I:esult2)) { 
$Bin= $tow2['processor2']; 
$totall=O; 
$au = ar:r:ay(); 
$aul = array(); 
$arr:2 = array(); 
echo "<table border= '1' nalle=' total!'>"; 
$k=O; 
$r:esult = mysql_qu_ery ("SELECT 1; FROM suppl~er: detalls liJHERE 'details_status' 
for(~i~O; $i<$~e8~t; $i++) 
while($~ott_weight = mysql_fetch_ar:r:ay($pr:ofile2)){ 
while ($~ow = m.ysql_fetch_a:t::r:ay($~e5ult)) { 
echo '<td width="40" valign,"center">'; 











$avg_m.ax = lH ( $D.ax-$row[ 14]) I ( $11l8X-$m.in) ) ; 













~quecy ="SELECT • FROM 'supplier_details' " 
. "lJHERE 'details_status' = 1in process 1 ;"; 
~result= mysql_query(~query); 
~C01.Ult = aysql_IIUiliOVS($tesult); 
// Ue. ha·;.:re enon~~rh tc~ ~iwn:c ot~.i:. h:J'(-; m:3.r(~· r::Hpty 2~pace::3 \:ht~te 111 be J.-~:Lt ::Jt 
// t.hr~ ))U"Ct.C@ t:f the ~:.:iblr::, 
~padding =(~display_columns-l)-((~count-l)%$display_columns); 
ii 
// don 1 t 
~total = array(); 
for (~a=O; ~a<~count; $art){ 
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